In the standard simple treatment of magn eto-ion ic theory the effect of collision s is allowed for by assuming that an electron experi ences a retard ing forc e proportional to its velocity, and the two complex refractive indices of an io niz ed medium are thcn givcn by the Appleton-Hartree formula. Experiments have s hown, however, that the collision frequency is approximately proportional to the square of the electron 's velocity, and proper allowance for this, usin g the Boltzmann equation, leads to a modification of the AppletonHartree formula which was given b y Sen and vVyller. In this t utorial paper th e same modified formula is de ri ved, bU,t, 'by a different method which, it is hoped, can be foll owed bv read er s n ot intimately familiar with the previous literature. Some numerical res ults are presented in which the modified and unmodified formulas are compared. It is con clud ed that th e standard Appleton-Ha rt ree formula can be used without modification for nearly all radio p ropagation problems in the ionosph ere, provided that t he co rrect effecti ve value of the collision frequ ency is used. The modifications may be important, howe ver, in the theory of wave interaction and for waves of very low frequency whose wave normals are perpendicular to the earth's magnet ic fi eld .
Introduction
The two refractive indices for rftdio waves in an ionized medium ftre given by the AppletonHartree formula [Appleton, 1932; Ratcliffe, 1959] . They are, in general, complex numbers whose values are affected by the collisions of the electrons in the medium with other particles. In the simplest treatments, this is allowed for by the method of Lorentz [1952, sec. 120 and note 57; see also Ratcliffe, 1959, ch. 4 , 5} in which it is ass umed that an electron of mass m experiences a retarding force -mvv proportional to its velocity v, where v is the effective collision frequency and is assumed to be a constftnt. But experiments (Huxley, 1959; Phelps and Pack, 1959] show that the average number o[ collisions v which an electron makes per unit time with other particles, depends on the electron velocity v, and when this is allowed for, a more elaborate treatment o[ magneto-ionic theory is needed. The effect of collisions of electrons with neutral molecules and with charged ions is somewhat different [Ginzburg, 1964) . In the lowest part of the ionosphere the concentration of molecules is so great that collisions of electrons with molecules dominate, and collisions with charged ions can be ignored, and only this case is considered in the present paper. There is good evidence [Huxley, 1959; Phelps and Pack, 1959] that the average number of collisions of an electron with molecules per unit time is proportional to the square of the velocity.
This problem has already been discussed by Molmud [1959] and more fully discussed by Sen and WylIeI' [1960] whose results are the same as those given here. Thus there is nothing new in the formulas derived in the present paper, but the method of derivation is different. Sen and Wyller used a coordinate system with oblique axes, and they allowed for the harmonic time variation of the radio wave fields by inclllding real factors cos wt and sin wt. In the present paper we use orthogonal axes and a complex time factor exp (iw t) as was done, for example, by Allis [1956] , and these lead to considerable simplification.
The results are important in studying the propagation of radio waves in the lowest part of the ionosphere. In one kind of experiment Gardner and Pawsey [1953] have observed the reflection of vertically incident radio waves from small discontinuities of electron density in the height range 65 km to 90 klll. By measuring the ratio of the reflected ampli tudes for the ordinary and extraordinary rays it was possible to deduce the effective collision frequency.
But Belrose and Burke (1964] have shown that the results are significantly different for the simplified Lorentz theory and for the more exact theory, which leads to the formulas of Sen and Wyller. The more exact theory may also be important when studying the reflection of waves of very low frequency from the ionosphere, for in some published work (Budden, 1955 ; Barron and Budden 1959 ] the simple Lorentz treatment was used. The modifications introduced by the more exact theory have been discussed by Johler and Harper (1962] and by Wait (1962 , appendix B] . But recently Deeks (private communication) has calculated the reflection coefficients of the ionosphere for a r ange of very low frequencies, using both the modified and unmodified formulas, and finds that the differences are negligible (see sec. 9 below).
The treatment given both by Sen and WylIeI' and in the present paper is based on the Boltzmann equation, which is set out in section 3. It is simplified by assuming that the field of the radio wave is very small and gives only a small perturbationj) of the distribution function. This leads to a linear equation for jl given at the end of section 3. It contains a term which allows for collisions, and is discussed in section 4 where it is expressed as an integralthe collision integral. The equfltion for jl is then solved in section 5, and the solution is used in section 6 to deri ve the electric susceptibility matrix of the medium. From this the refractive indices can be derived, and this is done first for an isotropic medium ill section 7. The application to the full magneto-ionic theory is discussed in section 8 where Sen and Wyller's modifications to the refractive indices and wave polflrizations are derived. Some numerical resul ts are pres en ted and discussed in section 9. When the field of the radio wave is stronger, some of the terms which are neglected in the simple theory are no longer small, and the conseq uences of this are very briefly reviewed in section 10.
Notation
The formul as in this paper are valid in any system of self-consistent rationalized units. The principal symbols are as follows:
B= magnetic induction of superimposed constant magnetic field. c= velocity of electromagnetic waves in free space. 
Ze!! =~ vm/w, effective YHlue of Z Llsed in standard magneto-ionic theory.
2 Zo = characLerisLic impedan ce of free space. t = scahr di electric co nstant. f = tensor dielecLric co n s t~wt, with elements t ij, (i, j = x, y, z 
Linearized Boltzmann Equation
We consider a neutral, ionized, homoge neous medium co ntn,ining N electrons a nd N p ositive ions per uni t volume, and with neutral molecules whose co ncentr ation N m is very l arge compared with N so Lhat electro n-electron a nd electro n-ion encoun ters can b e ig nored. A molecule is very massive compared with an electron so Lhat as a first approxim atio n the molecules can be assumed to be infinitely massive a nd at rest. Thus the state of th e medium can be described by the Boltzmann disLribution fun ction fe r, v) for the electrons. Th ere is a sup erimposed co nstant m agnetic fi eld of indu ction B . The funcLion f mu st satisfy the Boltzm ann equation 
where E is the electric field of the radio wave, which is assumed to be so weak that the force exerted on an electron by the magnetic field H of the wave can be neglected. It is now further assumed that when E is zero, and when the electrons have reached a state of equilibrium, the function f is given by the Maxwellian distribution function
This is independent of time so that both ~~o and o~{o are zero. In the ionosphere the electron concentration N in (3) is a function of the height z and might give a contribution to the term v· gradrf in (1) . But it ca n be shown that the order of magnitude of this term is small enough to be neglected for frequen cies greater than about 1 kc/s, though it could possibly become impor tant in the ELF range (less than about 1 kc/s). Thus we shall assume that N is independent of r so that the medium is homogeneous. It follows from (3) that grady j~ is a vector parallel to v. Thus its scalar product with the term v/\B in (2) is zero. The field E is assumed to be very small, and when it is present 193 l the functionj undergoes a small change so that we now have
where the perturbation jl is so smail that squares and products of jl and E can be neglected. If these results are used in (1) we obtain (5) This equation is linear in E and A The electric field E and magnetic fi eld H of the radio wave must satisfy MaxweJl's equations which are also linear. We seek a solution of the (: equations wbich represents a monochromatic wave of angular frequency w. It follows from tbe linearity of the equations that a solution exists in which j~, E, and H all vary harmonically in time with angular frequency w. This may be allowed for by assuming that each of them includes a complex time factor exp (iwt) which is customarily omitted from the equations, and when interpreting the complex j~, E and H it is understood that the real parts are to be taken. Thus in (5) we may set (6) The term o~{J. is considered in the next section.
In magneto-ionic theory we seek a solu tion wave. Thus jl , E, and H all contain a factor which represents a plane monochromatic eJ.1> i (wt-kn . r) (7) where the vector n has the direction of the wave normal and (complex) magnitude equal to the refractive index. If this is used in the second term of (5) it gives (8) This term depends on how jl varies in space, and its effect on the results is sometimes called "spatial dispersion" [Ginzburg, 1964] . It is very small compared with (6) provided that n« cjv.
N ow in magneto-ionic theory we are us ually concerned with refractive indices of the order of unity or less, whereas the number of electrons whose velocity v is comparable with c is very small. Thus (9) is satisfied and we may neglect the spatial dispersion term (8). By retaining the term (8) it is possible to study plasma waves in the medium, but this is not part of classical magneto-ionic theory. The term (8) also leads to Landau damping which is negligibly small for radio waves when n is of order unity. This term has a very small effect on the polarizations and refractiv e indices of magneto-ionic theory [see Ginzburg 1964, sec. 12] . In the rest of this paper it is neglected, except for a brief mention at the end of section 5. The third term in (5) can be evaluated from (3) and gives e e m E grady jo= -KT E . vjo. (10) With these simplifications (5) gives (ll) This is the form of the linearized Boltzmann equation which will be used in the rest of this paper. 
. Collision Integral
The Boltzmann distribu tion functionJ(r, v) is defined so that (12) is the number of electrons in the sm all volume d'r of ordinary space, h aving velocities within the small cell cl 3 v of velocity sp ace. Thus the electrons of this small group all h ave a velocity very close to a given valu e v. When one elec tron of th e group m akes a collision i t is r emo ved from the cell cl 3 v. Other electrons in different cells m ake collisions which sometimes r esult in an electron moving into the cell d 3 v. It is these two processes which con tribu te to th e term O~{ a nd an expression for this must now be derived.
It is assumed that a collision is practically instan taneo us so th at E a nd J1 do not ch ange appreciably while it is occurring. Thus t he duration of a collision must be very s mall comp ared with l / w. This is believed to be tru e for electron-molecule encounters wh en w r efers to a r adio wa ve of low or medium frequ ency. It m ay no t b e true for electron-ion encounter s or for very high frequencies a nd microwaves. Th e problem is th en mor e difficul t and it is not always possible to use the Boltzmann equ ation in th ese cases.
The molecules are ass umed to b e infinitely rn assive and at r est. Thus an elec tron which approach es a molecule is deflected by the enco un ter bu t t h e m ag ni tude of its velocity is unch anged . It jumps from the cell d 3 v to another cell d 3 v' on the same sph ere, ofradiu s v, in velocity sp ace. Suppose th at there is a m olecule at the poin t M in ordin ary pace ( fig. 1 ), and that a n elec tron is appro achin g it along the line AB p ar allel to the velocity v. The volume of the cell cl 3 r in ordinary sp ace, th ough small, is very large comp ar ed with the region r epresen ted by fig ure 1. This cell thus con tains a large number Nut (P r of molecules, where N", is th e number of molecules p el' unit volume. An electron which m akes a n encoun ter with one of these molecules rem ains in the cell d 3 r in ordin ary space, though it jumps to a differ en t cell in velocity sp ace. Now imagin e a plane drawn through 1 11 n ormal to AB , and take polar coordinates b, a in this plane with origin at M , radius b and a ngle a measured from some r efer ence line Me.
Th e rrtdius b is called the impact par ameter . Th en PQRS is a small area bdbda of this plane. The prob abili ty that an encounter occurs in time eli, with a n electron approachin g th e area PQRS, is equ al to the prob abili ty th a t th ere is a n electron in t he volume belbclavdt of ordinary sp ace, so t bat the probabili ty is 
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A c l After the encounter this electron has a new velocity v' where v' = v but v' ~ v. The probability of th is kind of encounter for all t he molecules in the volume d 3 r is Electrons also enter the cell cZJv through collision.s which are called " inver se enco un ters." There will clearly b e some electrons which, after an en counter, are traveling with velocity v so that they are then in the cell cl 3 v. Som e examples are illustrated in figure 2b, in which the electrons initially have a velocity v' or v" or v"' all with the same magnitude v but with directions which may b e anywhere within the solid angle 47l'. Of t hese we consider only those electron s whose final velocity vector v, when proj ected b ackwards, intersects the area P'Q'R '8' of figur e 1, which lies near the point with polar coordinates b, a + 7l'. Thus for these collisions, the imp act parameter b is th e same as for the direct encounter considered in (13 l , and the angle through which the electron is defl ected is the same for both cases. H ence the initial velocity vector v' of the inverse encounter must be the same as the fin al velocity vector v' for the direct encounter , and the electron orbits for the two encounters are identical in sh ape, though differen tly oriented in space . The process of counting' these inverse encounters is exactly the same as co unting the direct encounters, which led to (13) . If a small change is made in v so that it remains ' within the cell cl 3 v of velocity sp ace, t hen there is a resulting change in v' which remains within a corresponding cell cl 3 v'. N ow the volumes To find ~{ equation (14) is divided by cl 3 vcZ 3 rdt and then integrated with respect to b
• 0 0
This is the collision integral. In the integrand the vector v is a constant, and v' and v have equal magnitudes. But the direction of v' is a function of band a. 196
When the impact parameter b is large, it usually happens th at the electron is almost undeflected by the encounter , so that v' """ v and the integrand is very small. This occurs for electron-molecule encounters, where the forces are of short range, and the integral (15) converges as b increases. Thu s the upper limit for b is taken as infinity. But for electron-ion encounters the inverse sq uare law of force is of longer range and the in tegral does not converge. Then the upper limi t for b mu st be a.ssessed by considering the screening effect of the neighboring plasma. In the present paper, however, these considerations need not concern us since, following Sen and Wyller [1960] , we s hall use experimental results to give the final form of the term Oe/ ot Whenf(v) is independent of the direction of v, the inte~rand of (15) is zero. contributes nothing to th e collision integral, and thei in (15 ) may be replaced by il ' (11) and (15) then give
Equations (16) which applies for each valu e of the velocity vector v, and is to be solved to find the functiolljl( V).
Solution of the Equation
Equation (16) mu st apply at each point v in velocity space and we shall study it for those points which lie on a sphere of fixed radius v. Then jl is a function of the direction of v, and may be expanded in a series of spherical harmonics th us (17) where iu(v ) is a spherical barmonic of order 1' . This is substituted into (16) and the terms representing harmonics of t he various orders are eq uated. Th e second term in (16 ) is a spherical barmonic of thefil'st order, which could be written -IlTjoEv cos -tJ where -tJ is the angle between E and v. The polar axis is then t he direction of E and may be a complex direction since E in ge neral represents an elliptically polarized wave [Budden, 1964b] .
N ow the term jlO(V) is ind ependent of the direction of v, so that grad. ilO(V) is a vector parallel to v and t hu s co ntributes nothin g to t he third term of (16 ). Similarly jlO(v) contributes nothing to t he collision integral because ilO(V') =ilO (v) , The only spherical harmonic of zero order in (16) 
where the vector V depends only on the magnitude of v and not on its direction. Now
The last term of (2 0) is a vector parallel to v and contribu tes nothing to the third term of (16), which therefore gives e e e
which I S a spherical harmonic of the first order. The contribution of (19) to tbe collision integral is
To evaluate this, choose Cartesian axes Vx , V y , V z in velocity space so that Vx is in the Teference direction MC in fig'ure I, and V z is in the direction of v. Suppose that in the encounter the electron is deflected through an angle x (b) . Then the Cartesian components of v' -v are
Integration of the first two with respect to ex gives zero so that only the Vz component remains and this is parallel to v. Hence (22) gives Now let -27rNmvV·v r' " (I-cos x)bdb.
.1 0
This is called the "transport area of cross section" for the encounter. It may depend on v, but is independent of the direction of v. It is determined by the mechanics of an electronmolecule encounter. For example, it is easy to show that if the molecules are rigid spheres of radius a, then A = 7ra 2 • If each molecule presents an effective area A(v) to the oncoming electrons, then the probability of an electron encountering a molecule within a path dx is NmAdx. Thus the mean free path is (26) and the average number of collisions per unit time is (27) Equation (27) is adopted as the definition of the collision frequency v(v). Huxley [1959] has described experiments which show that A is proportional to v, so that v (v) in (27) the spherical harmonics of second and higher order in (17) do not contribute any terms of first order in (16). Hence the spherical harmonics of first order give
which can now be solved to find V. This is done in the following section.
The spherical harmonic of the second order in (17) may conveniently be written in tensor notation thus (i,j=x, y, z) ( 3 0) where Wij is a symmetric tensor whose trace is zero, and the summation convention fOT repeated suffixes is used. The contribution of (30) to the collision integral in (16) is (31) and here the integral can be evaluated by using the same Cartesian coordinate system as was used above to evaluate (22). The elements of th e in tegrand of (3 1) can then be written in terms of the polar coordinates v, x, O! of v' (compare (23) ) and in tegrated with respect to O!. In this way it can be sh own that (31) gives (32) which is a spb erica.l h armonic of th e second order and contribu tes nothing to th e first order terms in (29 ). The con tribu tion of (3 0) to the third term in (16) m ay similarly b e fo und, since on conver ting to tensor notation (33) and wh ere Eijk is the third order isotropic tensor [J effreys and J effreys, 1956, ch . 3] . Substit ution of (34) in to (33) gives for the third term of (16) ~{ 2E ijkB j"li V,kViVt + EijkB j O:I7nViVkVIV1IJv } (35) in which the first term is a spherical h armonic of ord er two, and the second term is of order four, and ther e is no term of the first order.
M ore generally it can b e shown th at a spherical h arm onic of order l' in (17 ) does not contribu te term s of smaller order in th e third term of (16) . By expressing i t as Legendre functions and associated Legendre fun ctions it can f urth er b e shown [Allis, 1956, p. 409] th at i t contributes only a spherical h armonic of tLe same order in th e collision in tegral. Thu s L h e sph erical harmonic term s of order 1' = 2 or greiLter , in (17 ), when inserted in to (16) give a set of linear homogeneous equ ations which do not con tain th e fi eld E. Since we are only in ter ested in the disturb ances pro duced by the radio wave field E, we may clearly take th e terms il r(v) to be zero when 1'2': 2.
It m ay be noted that this simplification does not occur if Lhe spatial di persio n term (8) is included, for th en t he sph erical harmonic of first order, .111 (v) , when in serted in (8), gives a sph erical harmo nic of order t wo. Sin ce ill (v) = V· v dep ends on E, as is shown by (29), this in troduces a term d epe ndin g on E in to th e seco nd ord er spherical h arm onic component of (16) . Thus it is no longer permissible to take W ij = O, which leads to some complication , bu t i t is b eyond the scope of this p aper .
Susceptibility Matrix of the Medium
In the last sec tion it was shown that only the second term of (17) is to be retained and it is given by (19) . Thus the distribution fun ction (4) for electr ons b ecomes f = io+ V,v (36) where the vector V(v) is given by (29 ). Every term of (2 9) is the scalar pro duct of v wi th so me other vector, and since the equation must be true for all v, we m ay omi t the factor· v and ob tain {i w+ v(v)} V + ~ B;\ V= ;T fo E. v(v) and Z(v) 38) This is very similar to an equation used in standard magneto-ionic theory [Budden, 1961 , eq . (3 .15 
-iUY
This is more concisely written by using the matrix notation so that (40) gives
The current density vector J in the ionized medium is given in terms of the Boltzmann distribution function thus J = e If I j(v)vcf3v (43) the integral being taken through the whole of velocity space. T o this integral the symmetric function Jo(v) contributes nothing so that insertion of (36) Instead of J it is convenient to define an electric polarization vector P = J/iw (46) as is done in standard magneto-ionic th eory [Ratcliffe, 1959; Budden, 1961] . tion of (46 ) In standard m agneto-ionic theory it is assumed that v and Z ar e independent of the electr on velocity v, and then Q is independen t of v and may be taken ou tside th e in tegral in (48) . Now fo is given by (3) so t hat the in tegral may b e evaluated a nd the resul t is (49 ) which is t he same as in standard magn eto-ionic theory [Budden, 1961 , eq (3.24) ] and leads to t he Appleton-H artree formula.
M= -XQ

Isotropic Ionosphere
F or an isotropic ionosphere the ear th 's m ag netic induction B is neglected so th at Y is zero a nd Q in (4 1) beco m.es a scalar l / U. Then th e suscep tibili ty M also becomes a scalar M which is r elated to the complex dielectric constant ~, n,nd th e complex r efractive index n thus:
Again if U is indep endent of v this leads to the standard result
Now it might be expected th at wh en an electr on moves in a gas of infini tely heavy molecules which ar e at rest, th e prob abili ty of its encoun tering a molecule wo uld depend simply on th e p osition and direction of its p ath , and not on its sp eed. Thus th e mean free path would b e indep enden t of velocity, but t he aver age number of collisions made in unit t ime would b e propOltion al to the veloci ty. This case h as b ee n considered by Margenau [1946] and by Ginzburg [1964, sec. 6 ] who gives curves showing how the real and imaginary p ar ts of E depe nd upon frequen cy w.
The tru e p osition is less simple because fast moving electrons can more easily excite th e rotation al states of molecules, so t h at significant collisions occur more easily fo r fast electrons [Huxley, 1959] . Careful experiments [Crompton, Huxley, and Su t ton, 1953; Huxley, 1959; Phelps and P ack, 1959] h ave shown th at t he collision frequency v(v) is more closely prop ortional to the square of the velo city. H ence following Sen and Wyn er [1960] it will b e assu med that (52) By using (3) it can be shown t h at the average valu e of v is th en ~ Vm . Now let (53) By using this with (3) and (50):
This integral may be expressed in terms of standard integrals defined and tabulated by Dingle, Arndt, and Roy [1956] [1957] , namely
Now (54) is separated into its real and imaginary parts, and with w = wjv", we obtain which replaces the standard formula (51).
(55)
When vrnl w is very small the integral in (54) may be evaluated approximately by using a binomial expansion for (l-iuv",/w) -l and integrating term by term. This gives (58) When the formula (51) of standard theory is used, it is assumed that Z can be gIven an effective value ZeU which is independent of electron velocity. Then (51). gives (59) If both v", j w and ZeU are so small that squares and higher powers can be neglected, (59) (57) must be used. To obtain (57) from (59) the real and imaginary parts of £-1 must be multiplied by cOl'l'ecting factors K T and K i , respectively, so that, with (60) (61 ) and by equating this to (57) (62) These two functions are shown in figure 3 plotted with loglo (l /Z ell) = loglO (~w) as abscissa. Similar curves were given by Ginzburg [1964, sec. 6] 
and by comparison with (61) , for small w
The curves of figure 3 approach these limiting values when ZeU is large. 
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Refractive Indices of Anisotropic Ionosphere : Modified Appleton-Hartree Formula
For an anisotropic ionosphere Y is not zero and the elements of the matrix (48) must be found. Equation (41) shows that three different integrals are involved in (48) with factors U 2, UY, and U2_Y2 in the integrand. Further, the element M zz is identical with Min (50), and is given by (57) . The remaining nonzero elements are Mxx = M yy and }'f.Xy = -M yx, and (48) and (41) together show that (65) The two expressions in (65) together with M zz comprise the three "principal axis" values of the susceptibility matrix (see Budden, 1961, sec. 3.11 , and the references given there; 1964a, sec. 2.8), and the corresponding "principal axis" values of the dielectric constant matrix are Now assume that v(v) is given by (52) and use the variable u defined at (53). equations (66) and (65) give (66) Then, with (3),
and Ea is given by (54). The~real and imaginary parts of t,he integrals in (67) may be expressed in terms of w, in (56), and of the C integrals given by (55). Thus it is easily shown that
[note that these E'S are not the same as those used by Sen and Wyner, 1960J . These three I complex numbers, involving six C integrals, are sufficient to determine the polarization and refractive index for a plane wave. The corresponding values according to standard magnetoionic theory are (69) [Budden, 1964a, sec. 2 .8J where Ueu = 1-iZel/ is a constant independent of v.
The numbers in (68) determine the constitutive relation for the medium, which may be written (70) where I: is the matrix dielectric constant. With the coordinate axes used in section 6, in which the z-axis was parallel to the vector Y, the matrix I: is given from (66), by We now seek a solution of Maxwell's equations which represents a plane wave whose wave normal makes an angle fJ with the vector Y. There are several ways of doing this, used in standard works on magneto-ionic theory [Ratcliffe, 1959; Budden, 1961 Budden, , 1964a Sen and Wyller, 1960J . The following derivation is given only in outline, and uses the author's previously published method [Budden, 1961 .
Choose a Cartesian coordinate system in which the z-axis is the wave normal, and the x-axis is in the plane containing the wave normal and the vector Y. In this system the dielectric constant I: is given by and when these are used in Maxwell's third and fourth equations, they give, respectively The last equation (75) gives an expression for E z which is substituted in the remaining equations. The ratio of the two equfttions in (74) and of the first two equations in (75) then gives so that
The rtLLio p is a complex number which determines the polarizfttion of the wftve. Equation (77) is ft quadratic equation for p and shows that the wave must have one of two possible polarizations. If the elements or E from (72 ) are inserted into (77 ), then after rearrangeJuent :
This equation must hold both for standard magneto-ionic th eory which uses (69), and for a velocity d ependent collision frequency when (68) is used. If (69) is used, (78) may be simplified and leads to the well-known polarization eq uation of magneto-ionic theory. In both cases the product of the two roots is unity so thaL
where the subscripts 0, x, denote "ordinary" and "extraordin ary". This well-kno wn r es ult of mag neto-ionic theory is therefore unaffected by a velociLy dependent collision freq uency.
Next Hy from the second equation (74 ) is substituted in the first equaLiol1 (75), ftnd E z is eliminated by using the third equation (75). If the resulting equation is divided by E x, we obtain n2= (€z zexx -€xz € zx ) + p (f. zz €Xll-f. xz Ez/J ~zz and on using the elements of E from (72), this gives (SO) ( 8 1) Thus the refractive indices n are found by substituting the solutions of (78) for p inLo (S 1), and this leads to the formula used by Sen and Wyller, namely ~l ~2s in 2 0+ h3( ~l + ~2) (1 + cos 2 0) ± [Si1l 4 8{ ~1~2-h3( ~l + ~2) F + cos 2 lhH fl -r-2)zj"2
This gives the Appleton-Hartree formula if (69) is now used, but it gives the more acc urate results of Sen a nd Wyller if (68) is used. Furtber, n 2 satisfies
which shows that n is zero when anyone of ~l, ~2, or f3 is zero. Thus in both the AppletonHartree and the Sen and Wyller case the zeros of n are independent of the direction 0 of the wave normal. If Vm is not zero, it is not possible for fl ' f2, or f 3 to be zero for any real value of X, but the zeros occur for complex values of X and are important when studying the contour integrals in the complex X -plane, as used in the phase integral method [Budden, 1961 , ch. 20; 1964a, ch. 5] .
. Results
Many curves were given by Sen and Wyller showing how the real and imaginary parts of the refractive indices n depend upon X, which is proportional to the electron concentration N.
They applied only to the cases 0= 0 and 0= ~7r, that is to purely longitudinal and purely transverse propagation , respectively, and to the single value Y = 2.28 . For the ionosphere, in which the electron gyrofrequency is about 1.0 to 1.2 Mc/s, this means that their results applied only to a frequency of about 500 kc/s. In two of their curves they compared the results of their accurate formula using Z m= O.l , with those of the Appleton-Hartree formula with Zerr = % Zm = 0.25 , as suggested by (60). This would correspond to a value Vm"'" 3 X 10 5 sec-l which is about right for a height of 90 km in the ionosphere. In this case the differences between the two formulas were significant but small. In other curves they used larger values of Z rn namely 0.5 and 2, and here the differences between the formulas were more marked, although in these cases they used Z ef!= Z rn or % Z ", but not %Zm. according to the formulas of standard magneto-ionic theory using Z err= 5Zm/2. The C integrals in (68) were computed from approximate formulas, given by Hara [1963 ] , which express the integrals as rational functions with an error less than 0.7 percent. The program was first checked by recomputing the results given by Sen and Wyller [1960] . For longitudinal propagation, 0= 0, the agreement was found to be as good as could be judged from the printed curves in their paper. For transverse propagation, 0= 7r/2, the agreement was good for the extraordinary wave, but for the ordinary wave there was serious disagreement. For this case the refractive index should be the same as for an isotropic medium as given in section 7. The E.D.S.A.O. program was checked by hand computing a few values, and was found to be correct. A series of calculations was then made using 0= 30°, so that the results would apply for radio waves traveling vertically upwards or downwards in the ionosphere in temperate latitudes. The first set of values used was Y = 1/2, Z m= 0.02 , Zeu = 2.5 Z",= 0.05. They thus apply to a frequency of about 2.5 :J\1c/s and a value veu= 7.5X105 sec-I, that is to a height of about 90 km. The results showed that the differences between the two formul as were too small to show clearly on curves of the kind used by Sen and Wyller. A few typical values are given in table 1. These suggest that for waves of frequency greater than about 2 Mc/s and for heights greater than 90 km in the ionosphere, the standard Appleton-Hartree formula may safely be used with veu = 5vrn/2. Sen and lVylle?' fonmda (SW) and by the , fOT Y = 1/2, 0= 30°, Zm = 0.02. Zerr = 0.05 Next the values Y= 1/2, Z", = 0.12 were used. Th ese give l'efl"",4.5 X 10 6 sec-1 which would apply at a height of about 70 lun . The results are plotted in figure 4, a nd there is now a small but significant differ ence between the two formul as, which is gr eater for the extraordin ary wave. This confiTm s Belrose and Burke's [1964] co nclusion th at for so me purposes, at t hese low heights, the Appleton-l-lartree formula may not be acc urate enough.
T ABLE l. Values of polw'izalion p and TeJmctive index n as calculated by the
In figures 5 and 6 the valu es used are Y = 6, Z",= 1. Thus the cur ves refer Lo a fr eq uency of about 200 kc/s and a heighL of abou t 70 km. In figures 7 a nd S the values are Y = SO, Zm = 12 so that they r efer to a freq uency of a bout 16 k c/s and again to a heigh t of abou t 70 km. Figures 5 and 7 give the refractive indices and show that in both cases the differ ences between the two formul as are significan t Lho ugh small. Figures 6 a nd S give the polarizfLtion p for the ordinary wave (sometimes called the " whistler mode") . The polarization for the other wave, according to (79), is simply the reciprocal of t his. It is clear that the two formulas now show differ ences which are greater at the smaller values of X, that is b elow the level where these waves ar e reflected. For these very low frequencies we have Y> >1. Inspection of (68) shows that the arguments of the C functions in €1 and €2 are then approximately ±wY = ± 27rjH/Vm . This is independent of frequency and even in the lowest part of the ionosphere (70 km) it is not less than 3 or 4. If we therefore assume that 1 (1 ± Y)w l > >1, the integrand in (67) may be expanded by the binomial theorem, and integrated term by term (compare (54) and (58)). If terms of the series beyond the second are neglected, the result leads to the values of standard magnetoionic theory for €1 and €2 , given by (69) . Thus only in €3 should we expect a significant difference bet· ween the standard and modified theories. Figures 6 and 8 show that this affects the wave polarizations at low levels. At these low frequencies a change of polarization with height gives coupling between the two characteristic waves [Budden, 1961, ch. 19] , and since the wavelength is l arge there can be a significant change of p within one wavelength. The reflecting properties of the ionosphere must usually be computed by it "full wave" solu tion of the differential equations, so that it is difficult to assess immediately the effect of a change of p on the reflection coefficient, but figures 6 and 8 suggest that there might be a difference in the magnitude of the coupling process, according to the two formulas. The work of Deeks (private communication) has shown, however, that the resulting effect on the ionospheric reflection coefficients is negligible for steeply incident waves in temperate latitudes.
For waves whose wave normal is perpendicular to the earth's magnetic field, the refractive index for the ordinary wave is d/ 2 and is independent of €1 and €2. In this case the curves of figure 3 could be used to find 7/., and the difference between the standard and modified formulas is more serious. This suggests that significant differences between reflection coefficients calculated by the two methods migh t possibly be found for east-west propagation of VLF waves at grazing incidence, or at all angles of incidence near the magnetic equator.
Effect of Stronger Wave Fields
The foregoing results were derived with the assumption that the wave field E and the perturbation jl of the Boltzmann function j were so small that squares and products could be neglected. This may be called the first order approximation and an important consequence of it was that the isotropic part of j, that is jo, the spherical harmonic component of zero order in velocity space, was unaltered when the field was switched 011, and was given by the Max-
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wellian distribution (3) . The m-erage electron energy associa ted with the perturbation .11 is zero b ecause .11 varies harmonically in time. Thus to the first order, the total energy of the el ectrons is unaltered . B etween encounters the el ectrons are accelerated by the fi eld E and acquire energy from i t, but the generation of this energy is governed by a n onlinear ter m which was neglected when derivll1g (5). The ener gy acqu ired by the electrons in a very weak field E is too small to affect the current density J in (45), so that it can b e ignored when calcul ati ng refractive indices, but it docs cause a ch ange of th e second order in the isotropic pftrt 100 of the distribution function.
To get the second order approximation to the Boltzmann function .I, we must include squares a nd products of the small quantities .11 and E, but we m ay continue to negl ect high er p owers. Since'the extra terms are small, it is accurate enough to use the first order approximation in them. The results of doing this will b e indicated h ere only in brief outline.
Equations (4) and (17) are combined to give (84) where the terms on th e righ t ar e spherical harmonics of order 0, I , 2 . . . in velocity sp ace. This is substituted in the Boltzmann equation (1). For the reasons given in section 3, we may negl ect the gradr term which would allow for spatial disp ersion a nd for inhomogeneiLies in the medium. 
wher e t h e fu·st order approximationfu is used in tbe small second term. From this equ atio n we now select th e terms which are isotropic in velocity space (spherical harmonics of order zero ), and equate them to zero. The tbll'd term makes no contribution, as was sbown in section 5, so that
This equ ation is n ot linear, so tbat the complex number conven tion for h armonically varying quantities cannot immediately b e used , although it can b e reintroduced as follows. When using the fil"St order approximation fu , (20 ) must b e r eplaced by
a nd E must be replaced by
The second term of (86) is the product of the two harmonically varying quan t ities (87) and (88) both with angular frequency w, so that it contains a part with angular frequency 2w, and a part which is independent of time and given by:
Thus .100 must contain a p ar t with angular freq uency 2w and a more slowly varying part.
When the radio wave is first s witched on, the function }oo changes as energy is imparted to the electrons. But th ese in turn begin to impart energy to the gas molecules, a nd eventually a n ew state of equilibrium is reached. The time co nstant for this process is of the order of 1 msec [Huxley and Ratcliffe, 1949] a nd is important in the study of wave interaction . W e now assume that the radio wave has b een present for a long time, so th at the slow variation of }oo has ceased, and only the variation of frequency 2w remains. N ow let the time average 
Here V is given by the first order solution (40) or (42), and (90) is to be solved for the new distribution function 100. It should be particularly noted that E is a complex vector, and in general represents an ellip tically polarized wave [Budden, 1964b] . A similar equation to (90) has been studied by Sen and WylieI' [1960, appendix] but they have taken (88) above to be E cos wt where E is a real vector, so that their results apply only to linearly polarized waves. < N ext the left-hand side of (90) must be expressed in terms of]oo and its derivatives with respect to v. To do this it is necessary to make a detailed study of electron-molecule encounters, and it is not now permissible to assume that the molecules a.re infinitely massive. This is because the electrons are imparting to the molecules some of the energy which they have gained from the radio wave. For o~oo Sen and Wyller used a formula derived by Chapman and Cowling [1958, sec. 18 .71] for electrons in a constant electric field , and this really needs modifying to allow for the harmonic variation of the field with time. Moreover this treatment took no account of molecular rotation caused by the electrons' impact. As far as the author knows, no proper treatment of this phenomenon has yet been given.
The assumption in section 4 that the molecul es are infinitely massive would mean that the energy of an electron is unaltered by an encounter. It would then be impossible for the electrons to impart any energy to the gas molecules, so that 100 could never reach a constant value. But the more exact treatment indicated here shows that there is, on the ayerage, a small amount of energy imparted to a molecule at each encounter. There is then a continuous flow of energy from the wave to the electrons and thence to the gas molecules.
. Conclusions
This tutorial paper presents a derivation of the modified formulas of magneto-ionic theory, allowing for the dependence of the el ectron collision frequency on the vel ocity. No attempt has been made to set out the historical development of the subject nor to give references to all previously published work, and for further information the original paper of Sen and Wyller [1960] should be consul ted.
It is concluded that the standard Appleton-Bartree formula can be used without modification for nearly all radio propagation problems in the ionosphere provided that the value used for the collision frequency is the effective value Vel! given by (60). This is tVm and is t of the average collision frequency. It is this V elt which is measured in those experiments which study the absorption of radio waves. For those measurements which use wave interaction [for example Fejer, 1955 ; Barrington and Thrane 1962 ] a more detailed theory will be needed on the lines indicated near the end of section 10, before any precise interpretation is possible. The effect of the modified formulas on the theOIY of the reflection of very low-frequency radio waves (10 kc/s to 100 kc/s) from the l owest ionosphere also needs to be studied for those cases where the wave normal is approximately perpendicular to the earth's magnetic field.
The author is indebted to J. S. Belrose and B . H. Briggs for discussions which l ed to the writing of this paper, and to D. G. Deeks of the Radio Research Station, Slou gh, England for details of his VLF calculations.
